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INTRODUCTION 
I~[21 LAUDENBACH showed that with an assumption to avoid the Poincare conjecture, if a pair of 
2-spheres embedded in a 3-manifold are homotopic then they are isotopic. The problem 
investigated here is to find a similar result for the projective plane. 
To circumvent the Z + Zz case of the Stallings fibering theorem which is unsolved (see [6, p. 
991) and the Poincare conjecture (cf. [2, p. 571) it is necessary to consider only those 3-manifolds 
in which the following holds. 
Definition. A 3-manifold M satisfies the Pz product condifion if given any compact 
3-submanifold V of M with n,(V) = Zz and 8V equal to two copies of the projective plane P* 
then V is diffeomorphic to Pz x I. 
Remarks. (1) If M satisfies this condition and contains an embedded two sided projective 
plane P then M satisfies the Poincart conjecture (see [2, p. 571 for the definition). To prove this, 
by theorem 3, p. 184 of [I] it suffices to assume P C aM. If S is a contractible sphere embedded in 
M then the connected sum of P and S along a non singular arc is an embedded projective plane 
P, which is homotopic to P. If PI is shif!ed into int M then PI U P is the boundary of a copy of 
P* x I which contains S. Therefore S bounds a 3-cell. 
(2) If M is a non orientable 3-manifold with the orientable double cover ti satisfying the 
Poincare conjecture then M satisfies the P* product condition. This is because if V is a 
submanifold as in the above definition then the orientable double cover V of V is contained in fi 
and so satisfies the Poincare conjecture. Therefore V is diffeomorphic to S’ X I and by [41, V is 
diffeomorphic to P * x I. 
The main theorem we obtain can now be stated. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a 3-manifold satisfying the P* product condition. Suppose there are two 
sided embeddings 0, 0’: P * + M such that @ . T is homotopic to a’ * 7~ where ?T: S’+ Pz is the 
double cocering. Then there is an ambient isotopy H, of M with H, . W = a. 
The method of proof uses extensively the techniques and results of [2] with one important 
modification. Since P* is not simply connected there is an obstruction to converting a homotopy 
into an isotopy by the cutting and pasting theorem of [2]. To overcome this difficulty it is 
necessary to reduce essentially the length of the graph of intersection of the projective planes 
rather than the order as in [2]. 
A disjunction result for projective planes is the main part of the work, analogously to [2]. 
Finally there is a corollary that without any assumptions about the 3-manifold, if two embedded 
two sided projective planes have homotopic double covers by the 2-sphere then they are 
homotopic. 
In [51 a similar result to theorem 1 is obtained for properly embedded compact incompressible 
surfaces. The proof requires the methods developed here and in [3]. 
Throughout, all the manifolds and maps are assumed to be smooth and the notation is chosen 
as consistent as possible with 121. 
It is a great pleasure to acknowledge my indebtedness to my Ph.D. advisor John Stallings for 
his help and encouragement with this work. 
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91. AN EASY ISOTOPY RESULT 
We begin with some notation which is used throughout. @(P’) is denoted by P and W(P’) by 
P’. q: i6f + M is the orientable double covering with g: nri + @ the covering transformation. A 
subset C of fi is called g invariant if g(C) = C. Given an embedding of a surface in a 3-manifold, 
no distinction is made between corresponding subsets of the surface and its image. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If P and P’ are disjoint then the theorem is true. 
Proof. P and P’ are covered by homotopic disjoint 2-spheres S and S’ embedded in ti. So 
there is a compact simply connected 3-submanifold v of $f with av = S U S’. Denote q’(v) by 
V. By the P2 product condition V is diffeomorphic to P2 x I. As JV = P U P’ there is an ambient 
isotopy taking P’ to P. Since any two diffeomorphisms of Pz to itself are isotopic, by the isotopy 
extension theorem there is an ambient isotopy H, with H, . W = @. 
This shows that to prove theorem 1 it suffices to establish the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a 3-manifold satisfying the Pz product condition. Suppose that 
a, 0’: P2+ M are two sided embeddings such that there is a homotopy of disjunction for Q’. P 
relative to P. Then there is an isotopy of disjunction for @’ relative to P. 
52. PROPERTIES OF THE GRAPH 
After an isotopy of P’ it can be assumed that P’ and P are transverse and so P II P’ is a 
family of disjoint simple closed curves. Since P and P ’ are two sided in M, if C is a component of 
P II P’ then C bounds disks D and D’ in P and P’ respectively. 
Q’-‘(P) which is diffeomorphic to P II P’ consequently determines a stratification of P’. The 
complex r(W) which is the nerve of this stratification is a tree and is called the graph of @’ (cf. [2, 
p. 601). For P n P’ # 0, every vertex of r(W) corresponds to a disk with holes in P* except one 
which comes from a Mobius band with holes. This distinguished vertex and the corresponding 
region in P’ are denoted by E’. As in [2], A(C) is the one simplex for a component C of P fl P’. 
Let 0’ and 8 denote the lifts of 0’ - 7~ and Cp - n to !$. The graph r(V) is defined using S n S’. 
LEMMA 2.1. r(V) is isomorphic to two copies of r(W) joined by identifying the distinguished 
vertices E’ of each to a single vertex. 
Denote Y’(E’) by ,@ and V’(cu’) by &’ where a’ is a simple closed non contractible curve in 
int E’. Let D;, I% be the disks bounded by CE’ in S’. Then S nS’ can be written as 
C, u *, u * * ~u~,u%., with P nP’=C,u.. * U CN where P(ci U %) = Ci and ci C int Di, 
9% C int IJi for all i. 
An elementary homotopy F is defined exactly as in [2, p. 60-613 and T(F,) is obtained from 
I?(&) = r(W) by one of the following six operations. 
I. Collapsing a one simplex from a free vertex not equal to E’. 
IA. Expansion not at E’ (inverse operation to I). 
II. Collapsing a one simplex from a free vertex which is E’. 
IIA. Expansion at E’. 
III. Coalescing a pair of one simplices. 
IIIA. Division of a one simplex. 
An adqissible reduction is one of the operations I, II, III which can be realised by an 
elementary homotopy. 
Definition. The distance between two vertices of a connected one complex is the smallest 
number of one simplices in any path between them. 
A t-end of r(W) (with respect to E’) is a one simplex with a free vertex at a distance t from E’. 
If A(C) is a t-end then C is also called a t-end. 
A curve C of P n P’ has index r if t is the largest s for which there is an s-end in D’. Then C is 
called a t-curve and A(C) a t-one simplex. Also A(C) is said to have index t. 
The proof of theorem 2 is by induction on 4. the maximum distance of vertices to E’ in IT@‘) 
(i.e. the maximum index in the graph). 
Remarks. (1) Each one simplex has a unique index so this gives a partition of the graph. 
(2) By lemma 2.1 the t-curves (or t-ends) of r(W) lift to t-curves (or t-ends) of r(V) with 
respect to 27’. 
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Definition. A curve C of P II P’ is self coalescible if the pair A(c), A(%) in T(B’) can be 
admissibly coalesced. 
Remark. C is self coalescible if and only if r,(P) = srl(P’) as subgroups of n,(M) with the 
base point on C and C is in aE’. 
03. ISOTOPIES DECREASIKG THE ORDER OF INTERSECTION 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose there is an admissible collapse of type I in F(@‘). Then there is an 
ambient isotopv of P’ which reduces the number of components of P nP’. 
Proof. Assume that the collapse of C via D’ is admissible. Let A be the annulus between 2; 
and < in S. Denote V’(D) by D U Z? and V’(D’) by lj’ U 9’ where 86 = ad’ = r? and 
aG==G’=@. 
Lifting the homotopy of collapsing to $f we see that the collapse of c via D’ is an admissible 
reduction in r(e’). By the argument in 12. p. 771 using lemma 4.4.2 of [2], there is a disk b,, in S 
with a& = 6; such that fi’ U o,,, is contractible. Note that S’ and S are not contractible because 
they are g invariant (cf. for example [7. p. 611). 
Suppose I% = A U g. Let W be the compact contractible 3-submanifold with a W = L% U fi’. 
Then either S or D’U A U $Y?’ is a g imvariant sphere embedded in W, which is impossible. 
Therefore D,, = D and projecting by v we see that D U D’ is contractible in M. As M satisfies 
the Poincare conjecture, D U D’ bounds a 3-cell and there is an isotopy of @’ taking D’ to D and 
eliminating all the intersections of P’ and P in D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose &l? has n single component C and 0’: (f?. c U @)+(M, S) is 
homolopic to a map to S. Then there is an ambient isotopv of P’ decreasing the number of 
components of P fl P’. 
Proof. Define a new g invariant sphere in fi by S, = 0 U I? U G;. Clearly the embedding of S, 
is homotopic to a map to S. S, can be shifted along the normal lines to itself away from S by an 
isotopy which is the lift of an isotopy in M. The resulting sphere Sz is g invariant and disjoint 
from S. If Sz is close enough to S, then it can be assumed that S, n S’ = (int D U int 9) n S’. 
The hypotheses of lemma 4.4.2 of [I] are satisfied by S and Sz, and so S U Sz bounds a 
compact simply connected 3-submanifold v in M. Denote q(v) by V and q(S,) by Pz. The Pz 
product condition implies V is a copy of P’ x I, and there is an ambient isotopy H, taking P to 
Pz. Then P n HI-‘(P’) = H,(P) n P’ = P, n P’= (int D) f,l P’. Consequently the isotopy H,-’ 
applied to P’ eliminates all the intersections of P’ and P in P - int D. This proves the result. 
I would like to thank Professor Stallings very much for suggesting this greatly simplified 
treatment as compared to my original proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose C and C’ are components of P n P’ which con be admissibly 
coalesced. If y’, y are paths of coalescing in P’, P respectively then assume that y rl a = 0 where a 
is a simple closed non contractible curve in P -P’. Then there is an ambient isolopy of P’ 
reducing the number of components of P rl P’. 
Proof. The argument follows as for theorem 4.2, p. 74 of [7] since the cutting and pasting 
theorem 3.42, p. 71 of [2] can be easily adapted to projective planes. 
The only significant difference is for the 1st case in theorem 4.2 (see [I, p. 751). With the 
notation and hypotheses used there let y;‘be a subarc of the component C” of P n P’ such that yY 
has endpoints (0,. b,). Since y fl (Y = 0 it follows that (y, U y’;) n a = 0 and so y, U y; is 
contractible. Therefore there is an isotopy shifting yl to y;’ and moving y off C” as desired. 
$4. A USEFUL ISOTOPY CONSTRUCTION 
The difficulty in finding isotopies occurs for an admissible coalesce when the condition in 
proposition 3.3 is not satisfied. This problem will now be dealt with. 
We make a change in notation from proposition 3.3, replacing C, C”. C” by C,, C,, C, 
respectively. Throughout this section C, and C, are components of P fl P’ which can be 
admissibly coalesced along non singular paths y, y’ in P, P ’ with y U y’ bounding a singular disk 
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A. As in [2, p. 64-651 it is assumed that (int y’) II P = 0, A is transverse to P and to P’ and 
(int A) fl P = 0. Also y intersects @ transversely at a single point. 
LEMMA 4.1 lf C is self coalescible then C is in JE’. 
Before starting the construction, all the arc components of A fl P’ with the subarcs of y 
between their endpoints missing a can be eliminated. The technique is to apply either the 1st 
case of proposition 3.3 or proposition 3.3 depending on whether the arc joins one or two 
components of P n P’. 
Let yl and y; be two of the remaining arcs with yl, y2 the subarcs of y satisfying ay, = ayl, 
ay2 = ay;. Since y n a is a single point either y, c int y2 or y2 C int yl. Therefore a total order is 
defined on the arcs of A tl P’ by y: < yS if y, C int y2. 
Definition. The special arc yl of A rl P’ satisfies either:- 
(I) yl is the smallest arc joining two components of P fl P’ which are not both in JE’. 
(2) There is no arc satisfying (1) and yl is the smallest arc joining two curves of P fl P’. 
Let yl join curves C, and C, of P n P’and let yl be the subarc of y with ayl = dyl. In case (1) 
of the definition, lemma 4.1 shows that all the components of P n P’ intersected by int yl are in 
JE’. So if A, is the subdisk of A bounded by yl U yl then all the arcs of A, n P’ except yl lie in E’. 
In case (2) all the curves of P rl P’ met by y are in aE’ and the coalesce of Ci and Ci is called 
exceptional. 
The first step in the construction is the coalesce of C, and C, by an isotopy of P obtained by 
the “dual” of the method in [2]. Without loss of generality assume that DI n C, = 0. We cut P 
along DL and apply the cutting and pasting theorem as in [2, pp. 76-771 using the singular disk A,. 
This gives an isotopy of P to P, and 0 to 0, where PI = Q,(P*) such that @,(y,) is contained in a 
small collar of y, U yl in A, (see Fig. 1). 
To be certain that the above procedure is valid we need (int y,) n DI = 0, for then only the 
part of y, near the end at C,, is moved by the isotopy. Notice first that any component of 
P n int D: is not in dE’ and so cannot intersect int yl. Also yl can be chosen to meet transversely 
at single points the curves of P rl P’ separating C. and a then those separating (Y and C, on P. 
There is a 1-I correspondence between these two classes of curves, given by the arcs of AI rl P’. 
Therefore C, is not between (Y and C, and C. n int yl = 0 as desired. 
Definition. Let R., be the region of P’- P with C, U C. C aR,,,. The graph I(@‘) restricted to 
DL (denoted T(DL)) is the nerve of the stratification confined to DL U R.,. Also the graph r(W) 
restricted to int DA (denoted I(int DI)) is T(DI) - A(G) - R.,. 
The new intersections of P’ and PI occur where @,(y,) crosses the arcs of A, n P’- yl which 
all lie in E’. So to obtain the graph of P’ relative to P,, we attach a copy of T(DI) to r(@‘) by 
identifying E’ and R,, for each point of P’n int yl. 
In the collar of y, u yl in A,, the loop @,(y,)U yl bounds a non singular disk which has 
interior disjoint from P, and P’. Therefore there is an isotopy of P, to Pz and &;, to @Z along this 
disk, where P2 = &(P ‘). The isotopy coalesces C, and C,, and for each copy of UDL) attached to 
I(@‘) corresponding to an intersection of int yl and a curve G of P rl P’ (cf. Fig. I), the one 
simplex A(G) in the copy of T(DL) is coalesced to A(G). 
Fig. I 
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To get the graph of P’ with respect to P,, first coalesce A(C,,) and A(C,) in I(@‘). Next for 
every intersection of int yl and a component C, of P fl P’, attach a copy of Uint DI) to I(@‘) by 
identifying the vertex of A(C,,) in Itint DL) to the vertex of A(G) which is not E’. 
Example. (See Fig. 2). If y; = y’ this completes the construction of an isotopy coalescing C, 
and C,. If yl # y’ we show that C, and Ci satisfy the condition in proposition 3.3 with respect to P’ 
and Pz. 
By an isotopy @(a) can be shifted off each curve of P’ n Pz to give a new simple closed non 
contractible curve cxz in Pz--P’. 
Note that a section of the “largest tube” of P, is contractible (see Fig. 3). 
Then (Y? is disjoint from @(y,) and therefore also from @(y) as desired. Applying proposition 
3.3 we obtain an isotopy of P’ taking y’ to @(y). This gives a sequence of admissible coalesces 
ending with that of A(C) and ,4(C) and the construction for the case when yl # y’ is finished. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The maximam distance of new vertices fo E’ is I the maximum distance of 
vertices in l’( DI) to R,, which is % q. If new q-ends are introduced lhen the coalesce is exceptional 
and there are q-ends in DI. 
Proof. In the first step of the construction, the maximum distance of a new vertex to E’ is just 
the maximum distance of any vertex in I@:) to R,, which is I q. Since a coalesce does not 
increase any distances in the graph, the first two assertions are proved. 
If new q-ends are introduced then there must be a vertex in T(D:) at a distance q from R.,. 
Equivalently R,, = E’ and there is a q-end of I(@‘) in int DL. R,,. = E’ implies both C,, and C, are 
in aE’ and therefore the coalesce is exceptional. 
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Definition. If C, C, can be admissibly coalesced along paths y. y’ in P, P’ respectively then 
the obstrucrion to changing the coalesce into an isotopy is the minimal number of points of 
intersection of any path in P homotopic to y relative to its endpoints and any simple closed non 
contractible curve a in P -P’. 
*Remark. The obstruction always has the value 0 or 1. 
$5. REDUCING THE GRAPH MD ELIMINATING ENDS 
Definition. The graph is called reduced if:- 
(l) There are no admissible collapses of type I. 
(2) Any admissible coalesce has obstruction 1 and is for a pair of curves in aE’. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The graph can be redltced by an isotopy of P’. 
Remark. This result does not need the assumption of a homotopy of disjunction. 
Proof. Let n, be the number of t-one simplices in r(@‘). The proof is by induction on 
(n,, nq-I,. . ., n,) with the lexicographic ordering of sequences. 
Assuming the graph is not reduced we have to find an isotopy of P’ decreasing the sequence. 
First if there is an admissible coalesce with obstruction 0 then by proposition 3.3 there is an 
isotopy of P’ giving the admissible coalesce of C, and C, say. 
Case 1. Ci and Ci bound disjoint disks in P’. Suppose Ci is an s-curve and Ci is a t-curve 
with s I t. Then the coalesce decreases n, by 1 and all the other numbers in the sequence are 
unchanged. 
Case 2. Ci is in the disk bounded by C, in P’. Let C, bound the disk 0; in P’. The coalesce 
clearly decreases the index of all the curves in int 0; by 2. Also the curve replacing C, and C, has 
index 5 both their indices. So the sequence is always decreased. 
Assume next there is an admissible coalesce with obstruction 1 of a pair of curves not both in 
aE’. We show that the first step of the construction of 84 decreases the sequence. 
Suppose C. has index s and C, has index t. The disk DL used for cutting P can be chosen so 
that C, is not in JE’ and s 5 t. Then by proposition 4.2 each new curve of intersection has index 
<s. The coalesce of C,, and C, decreases n, by at least 1 and so the sequence is reduced 
altogether. 
Finally suppose there is an admissible collapse of a curve C, via the disk D:. By proposition 
3.1, DI U D, bounds a 3-cell B in M. If there is a region of P’n B with non connected boundary 
then there is an admissible coalesce with obstruction 0 and the result follows. Otherwise the 
isotopy taking D: to D, gives only admissible collapses which decrease the sequence. 
Let 
A(G) = A(C.0, A(C,.,-4,. . ., A(C,.,) 
denote the non singular path in r(W) from A(C) to E’. C;., is then in aE’. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If Ci is a q-end of I?@‘) then one of the following holds. 
(a) Ci can be admissibly collapsed cia D:. 
(b) C,,, and Ci.,+, can be admissibly coalesced for some s ber)ceen 1 and q - I. 
(c) There is a seqlrence of admissible coalesces of pairs of curces which are not both in aE’. 
and the last pair consists of Ci and some curce C,. 
(d) One of the following is a sequence of admissible coalesces in T(W) where C, is also a 
q-end. 
-Ce,I t0 Cj.1, Ct.?. t0 Cj.2, , . .3 Ei.q = Ci t0 Cl,., = CJ;,. 
-c,, to u,.,, c.2 to g.2, . . ., c., = ci to &# = Bj. 
Proof. The homotopy of disjunction for a’. 7~ relative to P lifts to a homotopy of disjunction 
for 8 with respect to S. Since the results in $2 of [21 (see also chapter 3 of [31) do not depend on 
the 3-manifold satisfying the Poincare conjecture, by corollary 2.6.5 of [2] there is a sequence of 
admissible reductions of r(O’) to a point. 
There are three possibilities for the first occurrence of C, in such a sequence. 
Case I. Ci is collapsed via &. 
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Since Ci is an end of the graph this implies the collapse of C, via ZX is admissible as in (a). 
Case II. Ci is collapsed via S’- int d1. 
Since S fl S’ = S n (S’ - int Z?), this must be the last reduction in the sequence. Consequently 
the first occurrence of @, is either a collapse via 9’ to which case I applies or a coalesce. So it 
suffices to consider case III, interchanging Ci and 4, if necessary. 
Case III. Ci is coalesced. 
As in chapter 3 of [3] let p: fi* + fi be the universal cover of n;i and let {S,: a E I} be the 
components of p-‘(S). Choose a particular lift S* of S’ to fi*. Then p: S* np-‘(S) = S’n S and 
the corresponding curves will be denoted the same. 
If Ci is in S* fl S, then since Ci can be coalesced it follows that S* n S, f Ci. Choose C, or gi 
in S* tl S, so that there is a non singular path T* joining Ci and Ci or gi in S* with 
(int T*) n S, = 0. If $ is a non singular arc in S, with a$ = a?* then -&, U T* bounds a singular 
disk in u* which is transverse to S* and to p-‘(S) (cf. [2]). 
Denote p(jL) by 7 and p(i*) by 7’. Projecting by p we get a singular disk A in fi which is 
transverse to S U S’ with aA = 7 U 7’. 7’ can be assumed to intersect any component of S rl S’ 
transversely at most in a single point. 
The arc components of A n S have both endpoints on 7’ since A is transverse to S along 7. 
Each arc of A n S together with the subarc of i’ between its endpoints bounds a subdisk of A. 
These subdisks give a sequence of admissible coalesces, ending with the coalesce of C, and Ci or 
G$ (cf. Fig. 4). If +’ tl 8’ = 0 then projecting this sequence by 9 we see that (c) of the proposition 
is satisfied. 
Suppose now f’ meets 8’. Since i’ intersects each component of S tl S’ at most once, the 
curves met by +’ are Ci = G.,, &I,. . ., Cl.1 and Ci.1, Ci.2, . . ., Cj.t = Cj or dj.,, Gj.2, . . ., 4j.r = Gj. 
Suppose two curves between Ci and Z? are joined by an arc of An S. Then the subdisk 
(shaded in Fig. 4) bounded by the arc together with the subarc of r’ between its endpoints 
contains two successive components &+,, Ci., joined by an arc of A n S. After projecting by 9, 
we see that C, satisfies (b) of the proposition. 
We can therefore assume every arc of A n S joins a Ci., to a Cji.” or a Gj... Clearly then s = u is 
always true and q = t. This. shows Cj is a q-end and (d) of the proposition is established. 
Fig. 4. 
96. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THE DISJUNCTION THEOREM 
LEMMA 6.1. After an isotopy of P’ the graph is reduced and each q-curve in aE’ is self 
coalescible. 
Proof. First it is easy to see that the steps of reducing the graph in proposition 5.1 do not 
increase the number of q-curves in aE’. 
Let C be a self coalescible curve in aE’. If C is not removed in the isotopy of P’ to P I giving 
the reduction then it is coalesced to some other curves. With the base point for x,(M) chosen 
appropriately on C, r,(PI) = a,(P’) and also n,(P’) = P,(P) since C is self coalescible. 
Consequently r,(PI) = n,(P) and the curve resulting from C is self coalescible. 
So it suffices to prove that if the graph is reduced then there is an isotopy of P’ decreasing the 
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number of q-curves in JE’ which are not self coalescible. Let C be such a curve. Then there is a 
q-end Ci with C = C,,,. Since the graph is reduced, (d) of proposition 5.2 is true and C,., can be 
admissibly coalesced to Ci., or gi., where C,., is also a q-curve in 8E’. In this case i z j as C,., is not 
self coalescible. Therefore projecting by q we see that the coalesce of C,., and C,., is admissible 
and has obstruction 1 because the graph is reduced. 
The isotopy construction now gives the result. In fact by proposition 4.2 if the coalesce is not 
exceptional then no new q-curves are introduced. On the other hand if it is exceptional then the 
first step gives new one simplices as copies of r(int D:) attached to one simplices A(G) where C, 
is a curve in aE’ which is self coalescible. Consequently new q-curves may be introduced but the 
number of q-curves in JE’ which are not self coalescible is not increased. The coalesce of C., 
and Ci., decreases this number by at least I at the end of the construction and the lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 6.2. If the graph is reduced and any q-curve in aE’ is self coalescible then there is 
exactly one q-curve in 8E’. 
Proof. Let C, be a q-curve in 8E’ and suppose Ck occurs in a sequence of admissible 
coalesces in I(V). As in the proof of proposition 5.2, & can be coalesced either to C, or 6, for 
some j along a path i’ and this gives a sequence of admissible coalesces of the curves of S tl S’ 
met by +‘. 
Since the graph is reduced, the first coalesce must be a pair of curves in a,!?, which is 
necessarily just I?~ and Ci or 4, if 7’ is assumed to meet every curve of S n S’ at most in a single 
point. Suppose k# j. Projecting by \I’ we see that the coalesce of C, and C, is admissible. 
However since C, is self coalescible, the obstruction to this coalesce takes both the values 0 and 
1. This contradicts the assumption that the graph is reduced. 
Therefore k = j and in any sequence of admissible coalesces of r(V) Ck can only be coalesced 
to 0,. With the same notation as in proposition 5.2, if Ck belongs to S* n S, then 
S* fl S, = Ck U gk. The homotopy of disjunction for S’ relative to S lifts to one for S* with 
respect to S,. So there is a sequence of admissible reductions of the graph of S* relative to S, to a 
point. 
Case 1. The first reduction is the collapse of Ck via the disk fit which is the lift of fi,; to S*. 
By lemma 4.4.2 of [2] there is a disk fi_ in S, with a& = Ck such that 6Z U &, bounds a compact 
contractible 3-submanifold W. 
Let Ci be a q-end in 0:. Then C, is in & fl S, for some p. Let RP be the component of 
S, rl W with Ci C aRp. If aRB is not connected then there is an admissible coalesce in Ljf which 
projects by 9 - p to an admissible coalesce of a pair of curves in D; and this contradicts the graph 
is reduced. 
Consequently D? U RP is a 2-sphere in W and the collapse of Ci via D: is admissible. This is 
again a contradiction and so case 1 cannot occur. 
It can now be assumed the first reduction is the admissible coalesce of C’, and 3, along non 
singular paths v* and T_ in S* and S,. Let n: S* -+ M* be the new embedding after the isotopy of 
S* achieving the coalesce (cf. theorem 4.2 of [2]) and let C be the single curve of intersection of 
q(S*) and S,. Let iV(i*), ZV($,) be small tubular neighbourhoods of T*, $ in S*, S, and let 
5%?, G,. fia denote the lifts of 8;, &, & to S*, S,, S, respectively. Then the disks 
fi* = n(& U N(T*) U C$izr) and fi = I%, U N(j,) U & have boundary C (see Fig. 5). 
Case 2. The final reduction is the collapse of C via d*. By lemma 4.4.2 of 121 either B* U I? or 
6* U (S, - int fi) is contractible. 
Suppose fi* U 6 bounds a compact contractible 3-submanifold W. Then either S, - int fi or 
I)t is in W. The former implies S, is contractible which is a contradiction, while the latter gives 
br U L% is contractible which cannot occur by case 1. 
Therefore the embedded sphere (S, - int fi_ - int 9,) U int I)zt U int 22, which is denoted 
S”, is contractible since it is homotopic to fi* U (S, - int B). Let CI : M* + M be the covering with 
cL * n,(M*) = r,(p’) in 7T,(M) with the base point on C,. Let V: &f* + M* be the orientable double 
covering and suppose S* is chosen with Y(S*) = P * an embedded projective plane in M*. If G is 
the covering transformation for v then S* is G invariant, G: Ck = 6, and SO S” is G invariant. 
This is a contradiction since S” is contractible. 
Case 3. The final reduction is the collapse of C via -q(S*) - int fi*. Let A*, A, be the annuli 
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between C, and 6, in S*, S, respectively. The coalesce of CA and %, followed by the collapse of 
C via n(S’) - int d* gives a homotopy from the embedding of A* to a map to S, keeping aA* 
fixed. 
The method of proposition 3.2 is applicable. Let S, = & U A* U G?, and let Sz be the result of 
shifting S, off S,,. Then Sz U S,, is the boundary of a compact simply connected 3-submanifold V. 
Also A* U A,, bounds a compact 3-submanifold W in V. 
Suppose there is another q-curve C, in aE’. Then Ci is in (int A*) f~ S, for some y. By the first _ 
step in this proof S* fl S, = C, U gi. Note that any sphere 
separate Sz from S, in V. So if S, rl W contains a disk 
contradiction. 
On the other hand if S, f~ W contains the annulus 
S, = 67 U A, U i?T is a G invariant sphere in W which is 
most one q-curve in aE’ and the lemma is established. 
in W is contractible since it doesn’t 
bounded by Ci then case 1 gives a 
A, between C, and 4, in S, then 
impossible. Consequently there is at 
Definition. The graph is totnllv reduced if there are no admissible coalesces or admissible 
collapses of type I. The graph is rota//~ s-reduced if the subgraph of one simplices of index 2 s is 
totally reduced. 
Lemma 6.2 shows that after an isotopy of P’ the graph is totally q-reduced as well as reduced. 
Suppose r is the largest number less than q for which n,# 0. The arguments in proposition 5.2 and 
lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 can be applied to r-curves and give:- 
PROPOSITION 5.2’. Snppose the graph is totally q-reduced and let Ci be an r-end. Then either 
(a), (b) or (c) of proposition 5.2 is true for Ci (with s between 1 and r - I in (b)) or:- 
(d’) One of the following is a sequence of admissible coalesces in r(0’) where Ci is an r-end 
and C, is a q-end. 
-C;., to ci.,. . . ., c., = c to ci., = ci. 
-c., to %,.I, . . .( Ce.r = Cn t0 <I., = 6,. 
-ci., to Ck.,.. . ., Gr = ci to CL.,. 
-c,., to a,,, . ., c., = c to c,,. 
LEMMA 6. I’. Suppose the graph is totally q-reduced and each q-curve in aE’ is self coalescible. 
Then there is an isotopy of P’ leacing the sribgraph of q-one simplices fixed, after which the graph 
is redllced and ecery curve in 8E’ with index q or r is self coalescible. 
LEMMA 6.2’. If the graph is reduced and any q-curce or r-curt’e in aE’ is self coalescible then 
there is exactly one q-clrrre and no r-curves in JE’. 
Putting these results together we see that after an isotopy of P’ the graph is totally r-reduced 
as well as reduced. Proceeding in this way for curves of decreasing index, we eventually find that 
after an isotopy of P’ the graph is totally reduced and there is exactly one curve C, in dE’. Also 
Ck is self coalescible and is necessarily a q-curve. 
The argument in lemma 6.2 then shows C, must satisfy case 3 in the proof. This is equivalent 
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to the hypotheses of proposition 3.2 being satisfied. The isotopy of P’ collapsing G via E’ 
decreases q. 
97. HOMOTOPY TYPE OF EMBEDDINGS 
THEOREM 3. Let M be a 3-manifold with a, W: P* + M two sided embeddings such that Cp * rr 
is homotopic to @’ * 7~. Then @ is homotopic to @‘. 
Proof. First as in proposition 1.1 if P and P’ are disjoint then (8 and @’ are homotopic. So it 
suffices to establish, if there is a homotopy of disjunction for @’ . x relative to P then there is a 
homotopy from @’ to an embedding W with image disjoint from P. 
The proof of theorem 2 is valid except for the applications of propositions 3.1 and 3.2; nothing 
else depends on the assumption of the P2 product condition. We now fix up these two points. 
Suppose first that the collapse of Ci via D: is admissible. As proposition 3.3 is still valid, 
assume that all admissible coalesces with obstruction 0 have been done. Then by the usual 
argument D: U D, bounds a compact contractible 3-submanifold W and every component of 
S’ rl W is a disk. So there is a homotopy of @’ to an embedding @I taking all these disks to the 
ones with the same boundaries in D,. This reduces the number of components of P’n P. 
Next proposition 3.2 is only used when the graph is totally reduced. So we can add this to the 
hypotheses of proposition 3.2. Let A be the annulus between C and G? in S and define S, and Sz as 
in the proof of proposition 3.2. Then S U Sz = av where v is compact and simply connected. Let 
V = ul( v). As E’ U q(A) c V it follows that 0’: (E’, C) + (M, P) is homotopic to 0 restricted to 
‘L’(A). 
Since the graph is totally reduced and 9(A) U E’C V it easily follows that P’rl int’P(A) = 0. 
Consequently there is a homotopy from @’ to an embedding @I, which takes E’ to 9(A) and 
reduces the number of components of P nP by 1. This finishes the proof. 
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